
The Tunnel Of Light 

 

 

Mushiba: “What happens after death?” is a common question asked by people. 

There seem to be three viewpoints: nothing, something and, not quite sure. 

Many research studies have been conducted in this area including the topic of 

The Tunnel of Light. 

In the environment of Waith, what happens after death is viewed as not a death 

at all, and rather, just another energy transition. Here is Waith’s view of The 

Tunnel of Light: 

Question to Waith: “Is The Tunnel of Light just a part of our belief 

system or is there an actual, concrete something to visualize?” 

Waith: “The Tunnel of Light is given as a frame of reference and as a 

symbol to help you and your loved ones make the transition. There is no 
tunnel, per se ~ it is simply a merging of energy into energy into energy. 

To move through layers of energy can be difficult and is helped with 
guidance. 



“The use of the visualization of The Tunnel with the White Light is 

strictly an earth plane phenomenon that enables you to concentrate your 

own energies upon something concrete. Many of you may not need the 
illusion of a tunnel, and instead, would simply send the thoughtform 

through your focusings with the departing energy as that energy goes 
through the layers of energy and is received by the higher Light.”  

Do we need to know what happens when we finish this life? I say, “Not really.” I 

think it is more important to focus on living the current life ~ whatever happens 

after the life is completed, will happen. And when it is time for any energy to 

leave the life, whether we send Light, say prayers or simply think positive 

thoughts, it will help both the departing energy form as well as those who 

remain. 


